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Who are the Chip Doctors ?  

 

Since 1991 The Chip Doctors, LLC have been providing assistance to the Forest Products Industry by identifying, 

explaining, solving, and sustaining optimal mill efficiency and ideal chip quality (Chip Producers and Pulp Mills).  

The Company is now in its 4th generation  and currently has over 60 yrs. of combined experience.   

 

What can and what do we do? 

 

 Biomass Audits onsite to include; 

 Recommendations on best use of  Biomass Residue (financial return) 

 Wood storage and handling 

 Debarking, fuel handling 

 Improving Chipping  system (production and quality) 

 Chip discharge and movement to storage 

 Chip screening and resizing 

 Digester chip storage 

 Digester yields (pulp mill) 

 Chip Sampling protocols (collection, testing and data) 
 

Why is this important to the industry! 

 

 Reduction of the amount of fiber utilized for each and every product 

 We can guarantee significant returns of dollars for a sectors of wood manufacturing 

 Record production for  sawmills, in-the Woods chipping , Woodyard, and paper and pulp.   
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Best Practices and Key Opportunities; 
 Understanding what the customer needs are and meeting or exceeding their needs/specifications 

 Maximize financial return for Biomass Products (Limited by supply/demand) 

 Do you have the best markets for your products? 

 Understanding that there is potentially more value/$$$ in improving your own yield and efficiencies 

than the customer will ever pay you for in increased monies for Biomass Product 

 Typically sawmills can achieve ($1.00 to $3.00) per ton more for their Biomass Products 

by “tuning” and adjusting internal Biomass production equipment  

 The same value ($1.00 to $3.00) is true for portable in-the-woods chippers, and Satellite 

Chipping Yards 

 Increase(up to 10%) of bulk density (amount of product)in hauling equipment (more 

tones/cubic foot of space) 

 Reduced maintenance costs 

 Reduced energy consumption 

 

 

  

 
 

How is this accomplished??? 
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M.A.C.S stands for Measure, Analyze, Corrective Action, and Sustainability.   

 

 The Chip Doctors, LLC uses this simple 4 step method to identify, explain, solve, 

and sustain optimal mill efficiency and ideal chip quality.   

 

The first three steps are achieved by The Chip Doctors using generations of 

expertise which has allowed TCD's’s to develop procedures and protocols which 

lead to optimal efficiency from log intake to digester feed.  The last step 

(sustainability) is a joint effort between TCD's’s and Fiber M. Technologies which 

allows The Chip Doctors to accurately collect representative chip quality data 

and then use this data to sustain perfect chip quality for all internal Woodyard’s, 

digester feeds , other chip sampling locations and suppliers.  
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Measure  (1st Step)- This is a proven, 4 step methodology.  TCD's will send a certified chip doctor to 

perform an onsite audit of your facility to identify, detect, and determine specific opportunities to optimize 

efficiency throughout your processes; these opportunities can be present from log intake all the way 

through digester feed. TCD's will accurately measure and document all areas where efficiency can be 

improved.  

 

This step is accomplished by TCD's’s sending out their chip quality team to your facility for a 2-4 day 

audit.  The TCD's team will take measurement and make observations within your facility from log intake 

to digester feed.   

  

Some typical examples are the following:  

  

Debarking, drum improvements, chipper infeed modifications, chipper set-ups: 
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Analyze ( 2nd Step) - Is the process where TCD's takes all the measurements, observations, pictures, 

and data collected on the audit and points out all the areas where your mill can increase efficiency and 

yield. 

 

TCD's will identify each area, provide an explanation of why that area is not currently efficient and then 

provide a solution to rectify the problem.  These are all outlined in a very detailed report with pictures 

after the audit.  

                      

Sliver Ring worn beyond acceptable tolerances 

· Sliver cutters/wipers worn completely off 

· Sliver anvil and containment anvil set >0.125 (tolerance 0.030and 0.060 per print) 

· Change bedknife with new or resurfaced one, send used bedknife back to OEM to be resurfaced 

· In order to maintain optimal chip quality take 6 samples after new bedknife installation, then over the next 4-6       

weeks we will continue to monitor critical dimensions and data in Chip MACS to determine exactly when the 

bedknife needs to be replaced in order to offset wear and keep CQI 95% or higher.   
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Corrective Action (3rd Step)-  Through the Audit and the reports provided by TCD's all opportunities 

from log intake, debarking equipment, infeed chains, chipper setup, outfeed chain/belt, resizers, screening 

facilities, etc. will be identified and solutions to optimize efficiency and wood chip quality will be provided.  Your 

company will have the ability to decide which projects are most important to your processes and which 

opportunities you would like The Chip Doctors, LLC (TCD's) to fix and provide instructions to  your Millwrights 

and/or Maintenance department on how to maintain new techniques and methods necessary in order to achieve 

optimal efficiency.  TCD's will give onsite seminars, rebuild equipment with your staff, and give the internal 

Woodyard a step by step plan of action to keep your equipment running at peak performance.  This means 

minimizing whitewood loss through the debarking system, optimizing chipper tons/hr, creating uniform chips 

which are the ideal size for your digester.  Ensuring your mill’s CTS (chip screen tower) or other screening 

facility can properly classify the chip size needed and agreed upon with the pulp mill, as well as fixing any other 

systems before the chips get to the digester such as blow lines, chip pile stratification, rolling stock, etc. which can 

all reduce chip quality. 

 

The corrective action depends on what is found at your mill but typically includes a major chipper service, a 

overhaul of the chip sampling procedures and protocols, and setting up the screening and resizing facility at your 

mill to handle the change in chip size.  
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Sustainability (4th Step) – Is the utilization of Chip MACS to take all the representative 

chip quality data and use that data to make proactive changes to systems and equipment 

before chip quality degradation is seen. Chip MACS is a user friendly internet based system 

which allows you to access your chip quality anywhere, anytime.  It gives suppliers and upper 

management the financial data they need to keep all systems running efficiently and does all 

this with real time, representative data.     

TCD's has developed sampling procedures, protocols, and testing methods which have been proven to 

be statistically correct and accurately portray wood chip quality through different parts of the process.  

TCD's will identify accurate and safe locations and methods to take samples and setup a chip lab and 

chip classifier to run chip samples, moisture, bark content, whitewood loss, etc. These sampling 

protocols combined with the testing procedures is then used to run tests through a Gradex or other chip 

classifier and is automatically uploaded twice daily into Chip MACS.  Chip MACS then gives the Pulp 

Mill, Forest Resources, Managers, Maintenance, Suppliers, and TCD's technicians the ability to access 

real time data anywhere in the world at anytime.  All data changes, trends, models, forecasting, 

financial information, benchmarks, costs, CQI’s, effective chip costs, actual chip costs, annual financial 

information, etc, are shown instantly and flawlessly.   

 In addition weekly reports are sent out to each supplier, the customer, and the manager of 

each department giving them a quick 1-2 pg. summary that they can use to monitor their process if they 

are too busy to be on the computer or managing other tasks.  The tools, methods, procedures, and 

techniques provided through TCD's and Chip MACS allow your pulp engineers to dramatically 

increase pulp yield by being able to maximize their digester efficiency because the digester now has a 

uniform, consistent product which allows for a dramatically better cook in the digesters.   
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Online Chip Quality Data Management 

Process Control for the Suppliers and 

Customers 
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Weekly Reporting 



Measure : Recommended Chip Target Thickness   
(Can be different to mill process) 

Batch / Kamyr Correlation 

10mm bar (over thick 10% 7/8” to 15/16” chip 6mm mean 

8mm bar (over thick) 10% <¾” chip  3-4mm mean 

4mm bar (primary accepts 1) 63% 

2mm bar (accepts 2, thins) 15% 

3mm round hole (pins) 1.5% 

Pan (fines) 0.5% 

Bark 1.0% 





Measure : Sample Collection 

 Set-up chip classifier (TMI Chip Class, Gradex, Rader, etc.)  sampling files 

 Sampling points, sample type (composite) and frequency agreed to 

 Validate all sampling ports  

 Complete Supplier Baseline data  

 Make chip quality database is electronically available 



Measure : Sample Collection (Visuals) 



Measure : Sampling Procedures 

 Automatic Database Upload (for Gradex & Rader databases) 

 Manual Data Entry Screen (see next slide) 

 Sampling points, sample type (composite) and frequency agreed to 

 Baseline data completed 



Measure : Manual Data Entry 

 Easy to use and customizable 

 Alternative to automatic database processing 

 Enter data as percentages or weight 

 





Analyze : Viewing Live Samples 



Analyze : Distribution Charts 



Analyze : Trend Charts 



Analyze : $ / Ton Calculation 



Analyze : Fiber-Model 
(Black Box) 



Analyze : Fiber-Model 
(Black Box - Continued) 



Analyze : Fiber-Model (HW) 
(Sample & Financial Data) 



Analyze : Fiber-Model 
(Sample & Financial Data) 



Analyze : Fiber-Model 
(Graph : Target / Baseline / Realized) 



Analyze : Fiber-Model (SLFR) 
(Real-Time : Updated with every new sample taken) 



Analyze : LIVE Weekly Reports 
(Real-Time : Updated with every new sample taken) 



Analyze : Online Features 
(Available to Division, Pulp Mill, Managers, and Suppliers) 

Please note that user permissions are set by division. 



Corrective action : Supplier Advice 
(Work with suppliers to take corrective action) 



Corrective action : Supplier Advice 
(Work with suppliers to take corrective action) 



Corrective action : Supplier Advice 
(Work with suppliers to take corrective action) 



Corrective action : Supplier Advice 
(Work with suppliers to take corrective action) 



 Make chip quality data, fiber model, and equipment 
set-up advice available to all supply points 

 Make Gradex/Rader database electronically available 

 Establish timely reports that will be sent to suppliers 
and managers that will track their chip quality 
improvement over time 

Sustainability : Reporting 



 Make equipment set-up advice available to all supply 
points 

 

Sustainability : Reporting 



Sustainability : Customer (Pulp Mill) Reports 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Manager Reports 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Manager Reports (Continued) 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Supplier Reports 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Supplier Reports (Continued) 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Supplier Reports (Continued) 
(Sent weekly or generated in real-time inside Chip MACS) 



Sustainability : Quality Alerts 



Sustainability : Quality Alerts (Continued) 



Sustainability : Quality Alerts (Continued) 



Sustainability : Safety Alerts 



Sustainability : Safety Alerts (Continued) 


